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DIALOGUE – 9
TASK 2.9
INTERACTION

CANDIDATE A

In this part of the exam, you are going to take part in a conversation with the other
candidate. You have different information about an imaginary situation.
The conversation will last about 5 minutes.

Cookery courses
You and your partner would like to spend your next holidays doing something
different. You are both keen on doing a cookery course abroad but don’t know
where to go yet. You are a fan of traditional cuisine. Share the information you have
with your partner and decide which place is best.
CHEZ GUSTEAU
Points to consider:
· Traditional Gourmet French
Cooking Classes in English
in the beautiful Loire Valley

· One of "The five best Cookschools in France"

· Top chefs, luxury
accommodation

· Learn in a supportive, relaxed
& fun atmosphere

· Extensive hands-on time in the
kitchen

· Learn professional style
presentation skills

· Individual attention
guaranteed, four guests to
one chef
Euros € 1595.00 per person for a
one-week course, self-catering
accommodation
included
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DIALOGUE – 9
TASK 2.9
INTERACTION

CANDIDATE B

In this part of the exam, you are going to take part in a conversation with the other
candidate. You have different information about an imaginary situation.
The conversation will last about 5 minutes.

Cookery courses
You and your partner would like to spend your next holidays doing something
different. You are both keen on doing a cookery course abroad but don’t know
where to go yet. You love experimenting with modern cuisine. Share the information
you have with your partner and decide which place is best.

Points to consider

· Central London location
· International reputation as a top
school in modern fusion cuisine

· Holiday courses to improve
cookery skills in an enjoyable
atmosphere

· 1-4 week courses
· Fully-equipped demonstration
kitchen with an overhead mirror.
Students can see what is
happening at every cooking stage.

· Free access to a library of cookery
books and food and wine
magazines, Wi-Fi connection and
access to a computer.

· One-week course: € 700 per person
(accommodation not included)
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